
HEALING ENERGIES OF FIRE PACKAGE 

DESCRIPTION 

 

 

 

 

Black Fire Ecstasy 

A magical ecstasy of power, strength, protection, security, and superiority. 

This enormous and extra ordinary magical force puts you into pure 

euphoria! Powerful energies of power, strength, protection, security and 
superiority, will be released and you will be put in a magical ecstasy of the 

black fire. A deep knowledge of the presence of this magic will fulfil  you. 
Your soul will be surrounded with the black fire and your inner/mental 

strength lifted. This system generates fast, power, strength, protection, 
security and superiority. Everywhere you look it burns the black fire and all 

who want to harm  you will be put in fear and fright 

 

Blue Fire Body 

Blue Fire Body is an egoist system, because this system is only used for 
ownself, no less – no more. This system has only 2 techniques and 2 

benefits, that is useful as self-protection from negative energy and clean 

negative energy in all part of our physical body and energy body. 

  

You can combine Blue Fire Body with other system in your healing practice 

other persons, for example : you give canalization the healing energy for 
patient with using Reiki Usui system, then you can give Blue Fire Body 

attunement to patient as self-protection and speed up their healing process 

with practice the Blue Fire Body Meditation. 



 

Brighid’s Flame Reiki 

By Joanna Rowan Mullane. There are no prerequisites to receiving this 

attunement although some knowledge of Reiki or energy work is beneficial. 

Brighid is the Celtic goddess of the hearth fire. She inspires us, she helps 

us with healing, with creativity, poetry, smithcraft and strength. 

Brighid helps us to be present in the moment to stop and listen and enjoy 

all that is around us. 

She has a healing cauldron and allows us to drink from the healing waters 
up her cauldron. By doing that you feel at home with all that surrounds 

you. 

There are four symbols with this modality. You will also learn about the four 

stones of Brighid's flame Reiki, which are rhyolite, copper, citrine, and 

ocean jasper. 

Brighid’a Flame Reiki also invokes the energy of herbs to use their healing 

properties to help you heal. 

 

Celestial Fire Vortex 

By Hari Winarso. Celestial Fire Vortex has a higher energy vibration that 

connected with the Crown Chakra. The energy of Celestial Fire Vortex is an 
effective energy for cellular regeneration and can cause a flush of pure 

healing energy. It acts as a trigger, causing old patterns of disease or 
imbalance to all away and new patterns to be created. It is an energetic 

tool to bringing the physical body into line with the Light energy. It can be 
used to enhancing and harmonizing any chakra or any other part of the 

body. 

It helps us to have insight and allows one to predetermine the destination 

prior to or during astral travel. Celestial Fire Vortex stimulates the female 

energies and can be used to balance an excess of male tendencies. 

Celestial Fire Vortex works to balance or stabilize the inner self, integrating 

the personality with the higher self. Also help to enhance psychic knowing, 
guidance and direction. Brings us information about the soul, soul structure 

and spiritual realities. 

It can treat disorders of the lower back and offers healing energy to the 

male reproductive system. It also used to rid toxins in the system from 
addictions - alcohol, smoking etc. Celestial Fire Vortex is a very powerful 

healing tool that you will surely use in every healing session. 



 

Chantico Goddess of Fire & Fertility 

Founder: Gabriela Yasmin Szafman. Chantico is the Goddess of earthly fire, 
which lies on the stove of the house, before there was performed several 

ceremonies a day. 

Chantico was the first woman not to fast before making an offering to the 

Gods and was punished by Tonacatecuhtli, "Lord of the Food" that turned 

her into a dog. 

Another important aspect of this Goddess is that she attaches, with the 
participation of other goddesses, to the invention of the jewelry. But she in 

particular was granted the invention of cosmetics. 

She was especially venerated by the Association of Jewelers, as well as by 

the stone engravers, gem cutters and polishers. 

The name that appeared on the "Aztec Calendar" was Chiconahui Itzcuintli. 

It was on her day that witches turned into various animals and witches, 

called mometzcopinqui, exercised their greatest power. 

Chantico will Empower you with: 

• Femininity 

• Beauty 

• Radiance 

• Grace 

• Help Healer in Treatments giving more life energy 

• Protection of yourself and family 

• Enhances Divination 

• Enhances Intuition 

• Fertility 

• Abundance of Precious Stones Jewelry 

 

  



Dragon Heart Flame 

Dragon Heart Flame present the highest inner strength that filled with 

wisdom. It's a pusher of true courage inside and also promotes a right 
fortitude at once. For one's that really need a mental and emotional balance 

at every time, it will provide more; true calmness and magic sight for seek 
a fully and complete life purpose. Dragon Heart Flame helps to always 

preparing for the next step in your spiritual and emotional evolution. It 
strengthens the bond between you and the higher realm to lead and 

protecting you in every steps of your life. Activate it in any situation you 
want, Dragon Heart Flame will give you a unique clarity and encourage for 

a fast mind processing. 

 

Energy of Elements – Fire 

Self-Healing for the power centers and meridians chakras, meridians of 

heart and intestines. Organs - heart - skin-intestines-vascular system 

emotions - joy, love and anticipation. Energy of heat is applied to 

harmonize entire system. 

 

Fire Bird Vortex 

By Jalu. Fire Bird Vortexs is channeled from the Phoenix bird is an eternal 
bird in a way phoenix never really died but continued to be born again by 

transforming itself into the ashes of death and life once again regained it 
birth. This helps restores the purity of our energy by purifying karmic 

patterns, memory, and the issue in past lives. 

We are helped more to go deeper into ourselves to be more introspective, 

and death to be more humble in order to always move forward. Phoenix is 
not really dead and always reborn with the increase and is always 

transformed into a new life. This is great to help us achieve the same 
increase in all aspects of life be it spiritual, health, finances, relationships, 

and many others. 

Fire Bird Vortex consists of three levels: 

• Fire Bird Purification Vortex. 

• Fire Bird Shield Vortex. 

• Fire Bird Peace Vortex. 

 

 



Fire Body Stimulation Device 

Fire Body Stimulation Device is a system that has great energy and strong. 

Energy from Fire Body Stimulation Device is able to stimulate the kundalini 
energy and stimulate our entire chakra system. Besides, with the energy 

of the Fire Body Stimulation Device, laziness and tired that we went could 

be reduced and we can achieve everything we need right now. 

Fire Body Stimulation Device produces energy vibrations that trigger the 
Root Chakra to be more open-minded, open yourself, and adds to our 

perspective on all that is happening around us. So that we can obtain a 
higher understanding. Physically, Fire Body Stimulation Device can improve 

blood circulation and increase the passion in love, sex, and the courage. 

 

Fire Crystal Reiki 

Fire Crystal Reiki is a universal life force energy which has very powerful 

benefits which heal physical as well as mental disease but also cleans all 

negative energy and entities for one’s protection. The energy is fiery hot 
and you may feel this warmth flowing through your energy field or body 

when you receive the energy. Not everyone does so if you do not this does 

not mean you did not receive it as we all receive energy differently. 

 

Fire Flash Energetic 

Fire Flash Energetic is a gentle but powerful energy and great for 
harmonizing force between different energies but also improves 

communications between one another. Creates conduit for lifeforce and 
lightforce around our bodies. Assists in opening blocked channels in our 

bodies and clearing and cleaning out compromised ones. Energy of 
connections, patterns and peace. Helps us to see patterns of information, 

make connections, network and collect patterns together. Grows and 
improves relationships, communications, understanding, stabilizing and 

improving organizations and groups, networking and more. 

 

Fire Matrix Energetic 

Fire Matrix Energetic is a powerful energy which enhances integrity, will 
power, the correct use of power and the willingness to cope with matters 

of practical nature. This energy could be called practical wisdom. It will be 
of great assistance in making financial decisions for it works to improve 

timing in financial matters. It imparts energy to help see you through 
complex negotiations, helping to get things in proper perspective without 



worry, drama or denial about the bottom line. It helps to strip away illusions 
harbored about financial dealings and creates order out of chaos. It is great 

at tax time or straightening estate matters, and the general  integration of 

worldly type energy. 

With its transformative energy, it can protect you from negativities, evil 
forces, bad luck and the like. It shows the correct use of power and brings 

out integrity. It assists in accomplishing goals, recognizing inner resources, 
and promoting clarity of intention. It grounds and facilitates manifestation 

of the will. It anchors change in the physical body. It is useful for 
recognizing both needs of the self and others. It differentiates between 

wishful thinking about what you want and what you need. Mentally it 
integrates the hemispheres of the brain and enhances practical perception. 

It is helpful for healing mental disease, personality disorders, heals issues 
of self-worth, self-criticism and blocked creativity. It helps you to recognize 

your talents and abilities and faults that need to be overcome. It supports 

an addictive personality in making changes, balances the yin-yang and 

energizes the emotional body. It alleviates depression and lifts moods. 

 

Fire Vortex Beauty Care 

Fire Vortex Beauty Care has a strong vibration that enhances confidence, 
your strength of will and mental clarity. It helps you to become more and 

break through your own self-imposed limitations. This energetic care 
encourage good vibrations within your life as they have a positive and 

encouraging energy that imbues you with feelings of comfort and loving 
support. It is also a helpful energy to heighten your individual attraction or 

appeal and it may assist you to develop inspired ideas. 

The energy of Fire Vortex Beauty Care is highly stimulating to the 

metabolism, so this may help you to lose weight. Its healing vibration within 
the Solar Plexus Chakra, helps to remove stagnant energy and to improve 

your digestion. 

The energy aids the liver, gall bladder, pancreas and spleen and has a 
strong detoxifying action. The action of its vibration within the body helps 

to remove cellulite and as this is released, sometimes you may find that 
anger has been stored within the tissues and this may also be released into 

your energy field. The vibration of Fire Vortex Beauty Care helps to 
neutralize any anger as well as to infuse you with greater self-confidence 

and courage and overcome shyness. It also enhances your feelings of self-
worth and it will help you to have a more positive and enthusiastic outlook 

on life. It may aid you to release feelings of inadequacy, or shame. 

The effect of any exercise you do is strengthened by its vibration and it will 

benefit you by elevating the amount of energy available to you generally. 



It is said to boost the immune system and may be able to treat chronic 

fatigue, lethargy and depression. 

 

Fire Wheel 

By Hari Winarso. The Fire Wheel system can become a very important part 
of your daily shielding process. I have found this Fire Wheel energy to be 

extremely helpful in creating a divine light shield that protects your energy 
field bodies. The Fire Wheel is to prepare your body to receive and hold an 

increasing  flow of higher energies. It will help to harmonize your personal 
and  environmental energies and amplify the results of all spiritually  

focused activities. The Fire Wheel will assist in re-patterning and clearing 
karmic or other imprints that would otherwise block certain DNA template 

activations and it assists you in the attainment of consciousness expansion 
as you are prepared to receive and hold the increasing flow of higher 

frequencies. 

 

Fireball Energy Radiance 

The increasing demands of daily life have not only make people more tired 
but also left less time for important tasks like sleeping, eating and resting. 

Fireball Energy Radiance was developed to meet this style of life to brings 
harmonious and balance state, physically, mentally and spiritually. It is a 

strong mass energy ball that brings a great refreshing energy and is 
designed to revive body and mind especially at times of stress after intense 

activity. It gives additional energy for everyday activities as an energy 

boosting. 

Fireball Energy Radiance is raising personal energy vibrations and 
strengthening our aura. By in tune with this system, it will be easier for us 

to discern the truth. It enhances our psychic abilities, encourage telepathy 

and aid lucid dreaming and astral travel. 

It helps us deflect negative entities from our life and bring deeper insight 

into current situations or problems. It resonates our third eye chakra to 
integrate higher energy vibrations from other realms. In a tune with this 

system allows its healing energy to work with our own body's energy 

system for maximum physical benefits. 

Physically, it helps us heal quickly from illnesses and injuries. It can also 
reduce fevers and improve circulation and skin disorders. If we have dark 

circles under our eyes, this system is good to reduce the discoloration 

because of its effect on capillaries. 

  



It has 3 Level of Attunements: 

•    Level I : Fireball Energy Healing 

•    Level II: Fireball Energy Enhancer 

•    Level III: Fireball Energy Resonance 

We will work with the energy of Ksitigarbha Fireball as protection energy 
against negativity that caused many problems, such as fights, verbal 

arguments, negative assertions, misunderstandings and lawsuits. 

 

Golden Flame 

Golden Flame has a powerful healing action on emotional scars within the 

Heart Chakra and also exposes emotional issues, thereby enabling one to 

work on this area. 

At a mental level the Golden Flame increases clarity by increasing the 
intensity, strength and quality of neuro-transmission and reception. 

Improves electro-magnetic flow through the meridians enhancing the 

energy potential of all the major organs on an etheric and physical level. 
Helps link mental and spiritual faculties. Strengthens the central nervous 

system. Also cleanses and empowers the etheric energies which permeate 
the spinal cord. It brings strength to the physical heart and purifies the 

blood by releasing toxins. Stimulates red blood cell production. 

Golden Flame are transmitted within the aura and in close proximity to the 

physical body in a thunderously powerful cloak of psychic protection. 

Golden Flame is a great power of psychic protection. 

 

Green Fire Supreme Power 

Much of the time the ego controls our will, and this energy dominates much 
of our life. And we may feel restricted and are unable to follow our true 

path. The solar plexus holds the energy of the will. Thus, the major change 

that we want present into our life was tucked. 

Green Fire Supreme Power helps us to override the energy of the ego and 

will free our will, and allow us to unite the energy of the heart with the will; 
to follow our true calling. The courage to allow our heart to rule our life is 

enabled by the high vibration of this energetic system. 

The Green Fire Supreme Power vibrates within both of the heart chakras 

and within the solar plexus chakra. Its specific energy is powerful to unite 

these chakras and aids us to follow our hearts desire. 



Green Fire Supreme Power is a pure and natural energy that assist us to 
live our life in line with what our truly desire. It aids us to let go of fear, 

and helps us to find out where we really want to be as we envisage how we 

really desire our life to be. 

Green Fire Supreme Power works generally at our entire chakras to help 

us: 

• Aid for spiritual growth. 

• Encourage us to release blocks that have stopped us from following 

our hearts desire. 

• Helps us to better organize our mind and align our thoughts with our 

physical reality. 

• Engage our higher self in the process. 

• Assist us to take notice of our feelings. 

• Have a potential to increase the development of clairsentience. 

• Inspires inventiveness and flair. 

• Stimulates and enhances creativity. 

• Help us with developing intuition. 

• Help to create a sense of inner security. 

• Supports us to collapse negative thought patterns that have been 

holding us back. 

• Facilitate the breakdown of fear and the release anger and negativity 

as it engenders feelings of wholeness and integrity. 

• Help us to be more confident and assured, to speak in a 

straightforward manner when encountering negative people. 

• Help us to eliminate depression. 

 

Higher Soul Fire 

Higher Soul Fire carries the vibration of universal love. It may assist you to 
let go of issues you have been holding onto and forgive both yourself and 

the other person. 

Higher Soul Fire brings peace of mind and freedom from fear. Neutralises 
anti-social and confrontational attitudes. Enhances co-operation. Dispels 



negative attachments and entities. Repairs holes in etheric body. Balances 
astral body. Improves chakra and meridian functions. Links conscious mind 

to higher self. Assists higher self in working through physical form. Frees 
one from limiting behavioural programming of one’s upbringing, and 

releases past life family patterns. 

These energies radiate a very high vibration. It may open the Third Eye 

Chakra, the Crown Chakra and the Soul Star Chakra and may align and 
purify the entire chakra system. Higher Soul Fire are powerful energy to 

heighten metaphysical abilities. 

 

Icy Flame Energy 

Icy Flame Energy by Ferry Handoko promotes high ideals, hope and great 

insight. It also enhances your inner power, gentleness and purity. Its a 
protection for your heart and gives peace of mind and soul when in a 

difficult situation. Activate it to your work place or when going to an 

important meeting to emit professionalism. It draws beautiful relationships 
- romance or big business project in your work. It removes bad feelings, 

regret, fear, but raises self-confidence and pride. It helps you keep your 
composure in a variety of social circumstances helping you to blend into 

any situation with ease, grace and wisdom. 

 

Magma Power Shield 

Pre-Requisite – Magma Cleaning Energy 

Magma in geology, magma refers to molten rock deep within Earth that 
consists of liquids, gases, and particles of rocks and crystals. Magma has 

been observed in the form of hot lava and the various rocks made from the 
solidification of magma. Geologists have created magmas (artificial melts) 

in the laboratory to learn more about the physical conditions in which 
magma originated and its composition. Magma is the source of igneous 

rocks; it can intrude or force itself into surrounding rock where it cools and 

eventually hardens. These rocks are called intrusive igneous rocks. If 
magma rises all the way to Earth's surface it will extrude (push out), flowing 

or erupting out at the surface as lava, forming extrusive igneous rock (also 

called volcanic rock). 

Magma Power Shield will help you with Powerful protection to you against 
negative energies, negative people… Powerful protection to spaces (house, 

business, objects)… Protection against psychic attack Protection from evil-
eye, envy, black magic… Protection from aggressors Development of will 

power…  



 

Magma Cleaning Energy 

Magma in Greek means "paste") is a mixture of molten or semi molten 
rock, volatiles and solids that is found beneath the surface of the Earth, 

and is expected to exist on other terrestrial planets. Besides molten rock, 
magma may also contain suspended crystals and dissolved gas and 

sometimes also gas bubbles. Magma often collects in magma chambers 
that may feed a volcano or turn into a pluton. Magma is capable of intrusion 

into adjacent rocks, extrusion onto the surface as lava, and explosive 

ejection as tephra to form pyroclastic rock. 

Magma Cleaning Energy will help with: 

• Cleaning all kinds of negative energy 

• Clean chakras and all subtle bodies 

• Clean negative energy from spaces 

• Negative blocks 

• Witchcraft 

• Black magic 

• Envy 

• Jinxes 

 

Peace Flame 

By Hari Winarso. Chakras/Stress Relief & More Peace Flame is a calm and 
powerful energy channelled to calm the mind and alleviate continual worry, 

anxiety, hypertension and obsessional thought patterns. Peace Flame 

works through Solar Plexus chakra, Heart chakra and Sacral Chakra. 

The energy of this tool is powerful to help us in situations of grief and 
sorrow. Assists in moving through the emotions with grace and balance. 

This energy also strengthens and shields aura from unwanted energies. 

Dispels attached entities, thought forms. 

Peace Flame promotes inner security, especially where one’s upbringing 

has been lacking in parental love or financial security. This spray promotes 
self-esteem, a positive attitude, courage in the face of adversity, and the 

removal of any ancestral or personal emotional patterns that have led to a 

feeling of unworthiness or lack of self-belief. 



 

Prime Flame of Heart 

It brings the vibration of Divine Truth and promotes joy and happiness while 
healing the heart of energies of depression and anxiety. It has metaphysical 

properties for healing as well as to attract new love and abundance and 

prosperity. 

This is a lovely energetic system that helps to bring acceptance and healing 
into the cells of the body and prepare them for deep healing. Through the 

Heart chakra, Prime Flame of Heart has a wonderful energy of love that 
stimulates strongly to the solar plexus chakra which it brings us the energy 

of abundance and prosperity. And these two energies combine to bring an 

abundance of love and prosperity into our life. 

The vibration of the solar plexus chakra will resonate along with that of the 
heart chakra. This will emphasize the energy of manifestation and 

abundance and prosperity will be accentuated, and it may help us to 

manifest money. 

This is an excellent energetic system for anyone who needs a lift, as it 

promotes joy, self-acceptance and independence as well as forgiveness and 

compassion towards others. 

 

Sacred FlameLine Essential 

Sacred FlameLine Essential purifying the whole body from negative entities 
and assist your center of faith in the spiritual realm to be alignment with 

the Divine Will. It's a powerful energy to seal a bond of love or a marriage. 
Sacred FlameLine Essential absorbs and amplifies thoughts, improve 

behavior and personality through personal reflection. It also raises the inner 
strengths and push down the weaknesses. Sacred FlameLine Essential very 

good for repairing your emotionality to draw personal prosperity. 

 

Sakkara Fire Reiki 

By Eileen Brooks and Uwe Burgunder. The Sakkara Reiki Energies helps to 

clear and balance the human Energetic spaces. 

The Human Energy Field or Aura is an energetic, multidimensional field that 
surrounds penetrates, and is the human body. It has rivers of energy called 

meridians that nourish every organ and cell in our bodies. These rivers are 
supplied by cone shaped vortexes of energy called chakra's These chakra's, 

in turn, collect energy from the Universal Energy Field that is all around us. 



When blocks accumulate in the field, a disruption in the flow of energy 
through the Chakra's result. It is these blocks that disrupt the Harmony in 

the field and eventually are the cause of disease, as well as, emotional and 
mental disorders in the physical body. During a healing session, the field is 

cleared of blocks, the chakras are restructured and a new level of 
awareness is reached. Recalibrating people’s energy fields helps the  

energetic doorways, openings, portals and gateways on the planetary, 
solar, galactic and universal levels across time, space, dimensions, angles, 

directions and vectors etc., that had opened due to a wounding from this 

life and past-lives to close down. 

Clearing the Energetic Spaces go after these core patterns and recalibrate 

at the planetary, solar, galactic, universal and multiverse levels. 

 

Solar Fire Crystals 

By Jalu. Solar Fire Crystals is a purification system with high power of the 

Great of Solar  and then lock it to protect the purity from psychic disorders 
as well as negative energy attachments that intentionally or unintentionally 

sent. Solar Fire Crystals provide a solid foundation to help us stay grounded 
in the place we are going. For other person that has bad intention it is the 

burning and impediment, but for users this is a relaxing and calming fire, 
providing security support to us for more relaxed and confident that 

something unexpected will not happen. 

Solar Fire Crystals are a sharp heat, providing strong protection for us and 

place of residence or regional power. This builds a strong defensive wall 
that supported a strong foundation in the mother earth. Solar Fire Crystals 

is a softness and strength to become one. It sends back the negative energy 
or psychic attacks that come to the sender who have bad intends or send 

to the mother earth and transformed into a stronger foundation. 

 

Spirit Fire Reiki 

Spiritfire Reiki is an extremely powerful energy that works to clear negative 
energies, especially in the form of psychic attack, psychic penetration, and 

psychic vampirism. You can also use it for quick, powerful clearing of a 
client's energy. There are many uses for this energy, which is as versatile 

as it is effective. 

 

From Rosemary Noel, Founder: “Originally, I named the energy Two Power 
because it primarily uses the energy projected out of the third eye and the 

hands. Stephanie worked with this, so this energy can also be combined 
with heart energy to soften and mute the energy for personal healing, thus 



enabling the power of two to become the power of three. Rosemary 
explains: With the two powers this energy is used more as a point and burn 

negativity remover...it is a defence to not only negative energy but to 
psychic attacks. Almost a return to sender energy as 90% of the time we 

intuitively know who/what is directing this. The what being places where 
there was intense negativity or psychic drama, i.e. negative energies from 

a home or area where any drama took place.” 

 

Spiritual Fire Energy Healing 

By Jalu. Spiritual Fire Energy Healing  is the systems that carry strong 

vibrations of spiritual foundation and echoed in the three lower chakras. 
This vibration creates a strong connection to the earth that create a better 

flow of energy. Spiritual Fire Energy Healing is helpful for emotional balance 
and spiritual foundation that gives us a strong sense of stability that help 

us to calm the emotions. And in the process, this system also gives a sense 

of security that we feel emotionally stable. 

Spiritual Fire Energy Healing has many powerful healing attributes that are 

able to work with healing slowly and gradually in the liver, detoxification, 
blockage of the bile duct and any dysfunction in the body of procreation in 

a way to collect the scattered energy to become centered and balanced. 

 

Triangle Flame 

Triangle Flame Reiki  is a higher vibration flame to aid in accessing 

intellectual information, activate intuition and vitality.  This energy adds 
zest to life and recharges the base and sacral chakras.  Triangle Flame 

draws the creative life force from the Earth and up into the Earth Chakra, 
activating the creativity of the base and sacral right up to the crown and 

soul star chakra. 

Properties:  

• Maintaining energy levels and enhance accomplishment of goals  

• Balances Chakra Energy Centers, meridians and physical body 

• Alignment of physical, etheric, subtle bodies and maintains optimum 

health  

• Stimulates the pineal gland, enhances intuition, psychic ability 

• Awareness of other levels of intelligence outside our earthly realm  

• Facilitates non-judgemental self-approval  



• Permanence in relationships 

 

Turquoise Flame 

The Turquoise Flame Attunement is a channelled System given to us by the 

angel-essence Amai. That means that the Turquoise Flame is not directed 
by one of the raised masters but is an angelic energy which is made 

available to us additional to the twelve divine rays to carry us directly into 
the new energy. This ray is especially closely connected to Lady Nada, 

Serapis Bey and Hilarion. Turquoise stands for Atlantis and for the dolphins 
with their skill to communicate from one heart to another and their ability 

to confide in the depth of the ocean and to ride the waves exactly so, as 

they come and go. 

 

White Fire Dragon Fruit Flower Hylocereus 

By Ramon. Benefits: 

• Activates your chakras 

• Clears your chakras 

• Revitalizes chakras  

• Clears the path of kundalini 

• Cleans your DNA and blood cells from toxic imprints, karmic imprints 

• Improves your channelling 

• Opens and clarifies your energy channels 

• Clarifies your mind. 

• Cools your energy system when you are channelling hot energies like 

earth kundalini. 

• Protects aura 

 


